narrative techniques. Alber's first major goal is to write a history of the development of the 'unnatural' in Anglophone fiction (3, 7, 20) . The second broad aim is to develop "an inventory of unnatural properties in fictional narratives" (19) and simultaneously to suggest a cognitive explanation of how readers make sense of them (3, 7). These aims feed into the third declared goal of the book which is to "compare the impossibilities in postmodernist narratives […] with the conventionalized impossibilities in non-postmodernist narratives to illustrate which modes of unnaturalness exist across time" (7). Alber further aims to analyse "the purpose and point of these unnatural phenomena in fiction" (5); to explain how they become conventionalized (7); to prove that our cognitive apparatus is capable of handling them (8); to re-describe postmodernism with the help of its 'unnatural' features (8); and, in a goal applicable to all theories of the 'unnatural,' to "set up a new model that complements classical structuralist narratology" (21) .
Such an ambitious corpus and a multitude of theoretical goals are, understandably, difficult to tackle comprehensively within one book. Indeed, in the course of Unnatural Narrative Alber's focus clearly steers towards the function of the 'unnatural' in postmodern prose narratives while other periods as well as drama, 'unnatural' reading strategies, and fictional worlds, announced by the book's title, remain somewhat on the margins of Alber's investigation. Alber mostly draws on conceptions of postmodernism as developed by Patricia Waugh, Linda Hutcheon, and Brian McHale in order to "define the postmodernist project in terms of the systematic undermining of our 'natural' cognition of the world" (8). It is seen as "a style or type of writing that correlates with a high degree of unnaturalness" (13) and offers a striking renewal of all previously "conventionalized impossibilities" (230) which Alber identifies in the course of his book. Postmodernism in this conception may come across as the culmination in the 'grand narrative' of the 'unnatural' except Alber also emphasizes that, while describing postmodernism within the 'unnaturalist' framework, one has to bear in mind the special status of "the unnatural, that is, the representation of impossibilities, as an ideal category or atemporal way of operating that leads to different modes during the course of literary history" (13). Furthermore, "postmodernist narratives typically use unnatural scenarios and events that are virtually identical to those found in earlier narratives" (220). 'Unnatural' thus has to be understood as a trans-historical possibility of fiction to imagine various impossible phenomena, the postmodern 'unnatural' being one particular use of these universal techniques.
Nevertheless, a certain tension between the continuity and atemporality of 'unnatural' techniques in literature and Alber's argument for the uniqueness of postmodernist 'unnatural' narratives remains. If the 'unnatural' is a universal driving force of literary change, do postmodern genres use the 'unnatural' in a historically unique way or do all new genres emerge in the same way, by defamiliarizing the already conventionalized techniques and plot devices? The above view of the 'unnatural' and especially its role in literary evolution as "a hitherto neglected driving force behind the development of new literary genres" (9) implicitly revives the Russian Formalist stance on the defamiliarizing purpose of art and the belief in the immanent evolutionary potential of literature. Recasting this stance in cognitive terms, Alber writes that "once an unnatural element has been converted into a basic cognitive frame, it can be used for a different purpose, and this change in perspective frequently also leads to the creation of new genres" (230). However, for the 'unnatural' approach to overcome its formalist-structuralist inheritance, a cognitive argument does not seem to suffice. It is overlooking the same aspects of literary form as those neglected by the formalists: the unity of "the intrinsic, thematic determinateness of genres" with their extrinsic function in concrete historical-social contexts (M. M. Bakhtin and P. N. Medvedev. The Formal Method in Literary Scholarship: A Critical Introduction to Sociological Poetics. Johns Hopkins UP, 1978, 131) which is vital to a comprehensive understanding of literary change. Finally, since the postmodern 'unnatural' becomes the book's main focus, one wishes Alber engaged with the work of such influential theorists of postmodernity and its cultural forms as Fredric Jameson and David Harvey -especially because Alber aims to suggest "a new perspective on the history of postmodernist narratives" (8).
In the practical part of the book, Alber provides an extensive overview of examples from Anglophone literature with a strong focus on Old English epics, romances, and Early Modern texts -which reveals the ambitious scope of Alber's undertaking. The examples are first structured typologically, according to the 'unnatural' element under discussion, and then chronologically, with the texts Alber classifies as postmodern presented first and followed by a comparison with the similar phenomena in other genres and periods. This structure makes the book a useful catalogue of 'unnatural' fictional phenomena. Generally, all the readings amount to a clear argument: postmodernism draws on, transforms, and radicalizes the 'unnatural' from many other genres, such as medieval magic tales, eighteenth-century satires, children's literature, fantasy, and sci-fi.
A minor shortcoming in this vast selection of texts is perhaps inevitable: however vast the selection of examples already is, with an equally broad inventory of techniques across genres and epochs certain generalizations about the roles of the 'unnatural' would need an even bigger corpus to be fully convincing. For example, looking into the history of techniques which represent external materializations of internal states (193), Alber compares Angela Carter's
The Infernal Desire Machines of Doctor Hoffman (1972) , as a postmodern example, with the fourteenth-century romance Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, Chaucer's "Franklin's Tale" where a character uses a magic book, and a paragraph from Harry Potter where the characters cast spells with magic wands. On the basis of this selection, Alber then concludes that "fusions of interiority and exteriority exist in postmodernist narratives but also in romances and fantasy novels, where wizards and witches can change their (external) environment through magic spells (which formalize internal wishes)" (198). However, "[p]ostmodernism constitutes a radicalization of romances and fantasy novels because the whole world of Infernal Desire Machines is dominated by Dr. Hoffmann's crazy attempts to objectify internal states" (ibid.). The argument for the specificity of this type of 'unnatural' in postmodernism, made on the basis of one novel, is less convincing in comparison with the types that have a stronger corpus (e.g. object narrators, pp. 71-80).
With the help of these analyses Alber not only spells out various functions of the 'unnatural' but also advances the goal of setting up "a new model that complements classical structuralist narratology and connects with it through a cognitive framework" (21). In order to do this, Alber proposes a list of "nine navigational tools, which are designed to generate provisional explanations of the unnatural" (22) -such as knowing genre conventions, recognizing allegory or parody, assuming the 'unnatural' is a dream or a divine apparition. Two strategies stand out from this list: the blending of frames, which describes how new cognitive frames come about (49), and the "Zen way of reading" (54), as an acceptance of the 'unnatural' without the need to comprehend it. These nine strategies are simultaneously offered as an answer to the question of " [h] ow to make sense of the unnatural" (43) and as a description of general sense-making moves. For example, Alber concludes that readers "can cope" with magic characters in Beowulf "because we know that supernatural forces and settings are important ingredients of epics" (201); or that we make sense of the 'unnatural' characters in science fiction "by assuming that they might exist through discoveries or technological developments at some point in the future," i.e. by applying "reading strategy 4" (foregrounding the thematic) (148).
Although the nine-strategy models' merit lies in spelling out the often unarticulated, basic sense-making moves, it seems less capable of serving a concrete analytical purpose: Alber offers convincing interpretations of 'unnatural' narrative elements by drawing on general literary criticism rather than on the proposed reading strategies or, for that matter, the 'unnatural' approach. For example, he interprets the supernatural abilities of characters in Rushdie's Midnight Children as follows:
Since the birth of these unnatural creatures coincides with India's independence the children's supernatural powers seem to serve a specific thematic purpose, namely as an opportunity for mutual understanding among different ethnicities, religions, and local communities in the postcolonial age (reading strategy 4). All Rushdie's midnight children are hybrid in the sense of Homi K. Bhabha's (1994) use of the term; they closely correlate with what he calls the 'Third Space. ' (83) This is a persuasive conclusion but, reached via postcolonial rather than 'unnatural' theory, it prompts the question of how the 'unnatural' approach can nuance and expand our sense of the multiple meanings and modalities of a work of literature. Or does it serve a classificatory purpose instead? A recourse to reading strategy 4 here -if I understand Alber correctly -would only be able to say that there is a thematic purpose to the supernatural powers in the novel but their actual interpretation would require, for example, knowledge of the novel's political and cultural context and postcolonial theory.
The reading strategies for the 'unnatural' can be linked to Jonathan Culler's Structuralist Poetics: Structuralism, Linguistics and the Study of Literature (Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1975, 140-160) and his list of "cultural and literary models which make texts readable" (138), based, in turn, on Todorov's vraisemblable. Alber comments that "narrative theory has not yet done justice to these many cases of unnaturalness -nor to the question of how readers can make sense of them" (3). However, Culler would probably disagree with such diagnosis, seeing that "[s]tructuralism […] has been exceedingly open to the revolutionary work, finding its resistance to the operations of reading confirmation of the fact that literary effects depend on these conventions and that literary evolution proceeds by displacement of old conventions of reading and the development of new" (Culler 130). Alber's argument about the 'unnatural' is similar: "new generic configurations develop as unnatural elements become conventionalized, and once they have been turned into literary conventions, they can be used for a different purpose -a process that typically leads to the creation of further genres" (9). There is a lot more in common between approaches of 'unnatural' narratology and earlier structuralist and narratological work than usually acknowledged and, unless 'unnatural' narratology turns into a cognitive-literary theory, it would be potentially fruitful to explore this connection. *** Despite Alber's titanic and versatile overview of the theoretical and interpretative possibilities of the 'unnatural,' the larger question for 'unnatural' narratology remains: what does the 'unnatural' bring to narrative analysis besides a re-description of imaginative phenomena as impossible in the real world? More precisely, how much analytical innovation does it offer in comparison with the models it criticises? Can the 'unnatural' define a literary movement or period, like postmodernism, if it is seen as a historically constant notion (cf. 40-41)? While such literary-analytical questions for the 'unnatural' theories still need to be resolved, it should be noted that Alber also suggests potential extra-literary applications for his approach. Thus, the 'unnatural' can be seen as an exercise for widening "the cognitive horizon of human awareness" (216). At the same time, it can be used as a therapeutic tool for distinguishing what is real and what is not. "Only fiction can represent physical, logical, and human impossibilities" (218), such is Alber's claim, and so recognising the 'unnatural' as the specificity of fiction can help adults "who are incapable of distinguishing between their hallucinations and reality (due to, say, excessive drug use or psychophysical disturbances)" (ibid.). These are curious propositions which point beyond narratological debates to psychological-cognitive issues, suggesting further areas for testing out the 'unnatural' theories. What Alber's book demonstrates so well is how literature continuously functions as one of our chief means of comprehending the world and, at the same time, of expanding our sense of the possible.
